
Expanding Blockchain Access with Blockdaemon API

Within 90 days, Blockdaemon expanded its access offering to a top global crypto analytics firm and 
enabled it to scale to 10+ protocols using API Access and dedicated nodes.
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Solution tailored to the 
client’s use case and 
urgency. Client wanted to 
deploy nodes as they wanted 
their own instance of 
receiving transactions, mainly 
for verification purposes.






Ongoing effort with dedicated 
resources across sales, 
technical account management, 
and product management to 
understand client needs and 
solve any drawbacks.



Fast, Scalable, and Flexible:

Customer Onboarded

DAY 0 DAY 30 DAY 60 DAY 90 PLAN AHEAD

Upgraded 30 days 
after free trial


100% tier capacity utilization 
@ ~22M calls / month



Continued API usage and 
self-service deployment




 Committed to the 
relationship from the start. 
Even prior to onboarding, the 
Blockdaemon team 
maintained an active 
dialogue with the client and 
helped answer all queries

 Client partnered with 
Blockdaemon as we 
matched their requirement 
of having a low latency API

 Blockdaemon’s multi-
protocol API platform 
provided scalability and 
speed without any developer 
costs.

 API + Node Solution for 
specific needs. Client 
connected to the node in 
order to extract the entire 
historical blockchain via RPC

 Positive feedback on node 
deployment through 
Blockdaemon Marketplace 
app.

Continue providing the client 
with high levels of service to 
address needs as best as 
possible. 



As a trusted partner, 
Blockdaemon will understand 
the client’s roadmap and 
continue providing a high level 
service (in line with 99.9% 
enterprise SLAs) as they 
expand access.


API suite includes REST, RPC access, NFT API, and 

other specialized APIs. Up to 10 API keys 

provisioned on API gateway


Dedicated Nodes

Managed blockchain nodes or nodes clusters 

deployed exclusively for your dedicated use for 

60+ protocols


Native RPC Access Only. Leverage our scale to 

deployment from major cloud and bare metal 

providers based on your regional preference


Fully managed service covering protocol updates, 

security patches, and hardware upgrades to ensure 

nodes run securely and at optimal performance


Query blockchain data and broadcast transactions 

for 22+ protocols without having to operate or 

manage nodes


24/7 on-call incidence support, high scalability and 

best-in class uptime

Blockdaemon API Suite


Why Choose Blockdaemon?


blockdaemon.com

BLOCKDAEMON API

1 Additional 

Self-Service Node

Expand API Coverage 5+ 
Additional Protocols / Nodes
Starter Tier Growth Tier

Scaled to 8 

Self-Service Nodes


Adherence to Highest Level of ComplianceRisk Mitigation, Security & Crypto Optimized Infra 

Proactive Security 



24/7 Monitoring



Vulnerability Management 



High Availability & Privacy By Default


ISO 27001 Certified



Proactive Leaders in Crypto Organizations



Compliant with GDPR, UK GDPR, US (CCPA, etc)



On-chain behavioral indicators and risk scoring



https://www.blockdaemon.com

